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 0. Introduction to this Syllabus 
 0.1. Purpose of this Document 

This syllabus forms the basis of the AT*SQA certification for Testing Essentials.  
AT*SQA is an International Standards Organization (ISO) compliant certification body 
for software testers. AT*SQA provides this syllabus as follows: 

1. To training providers - to produce courseware and determine appropriate 
teaching methods. 

2. To certification candidates - to prepare for the exam (as part of a training 
course or independently). 

3. To the international software and systems engineering community - to 
advance the profession of software and systems testing and as a basis for 
books and articles. 

 
AT*SQA may allow other entities to use this syllabus for other purposes, provided 
they seek and obtain prior written permission. 

 0.2 What is Essential? 
The Information Technology (IT) world changes almost continuously as new 
technologies and techniques are adopted. Software testers (whether by title or in 
practice) must adapt quickly and be able to leverage their skills to meet new 
challenges. However, the essential skills and knowledge remain the same, serving as 
core understanding to which new information can be added.  For the sake of 
readability, the term “software tester” will be used to refer to anyone who is testing 
software, regardless of their formal role. 
 
This syllabus focuses on the essential areas of software testing that are required, 
regardless of the technology, lifecycle or tools in use. Some projects may use more or 
less of these skill areas, but all software testers need to understand and master this 
core skill set. 
 
As the name indicates, this syllabus covers the “essentials”. This syllabus should be 
considered a springboard for additional certifications and knowledge areas. As a part 
of AT*SQA’s ISO compliant offerings, the certification must be kept current with 
additional learning completed within the defined timespan. For more details, see 
AT*SQA’s website. This helps software testers to continue to expand their knowledge 
and marketability and acknowledges the very real need for continuing education in the 
software testing industry. 
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 0.3 Syllabus Structure 
This syllabus has been constructed to be tool and methodology agnostic. In places 
where different approaches are needed based on different lifecycles, those areas are 
highlighted with appropriate recommendations for tailoring the approach. 
 
The intended target audience for this syllabus is anyone conducting software testing, 
whether or not they have the title of software tester. This includes Scrum team 
members, developers, Business Analysts (BAs), software specialists and anyone 
interested in learning the important aspects of software testing. 
 
This syllabus is intended to be read in full, but if the reader is interested only in a 
specific area, each area can be read independently. It is recommended that the Test 
Approach and Testing Techniques sections (Sections 2 and 3, respectively) are 
considered compulsory reading, as these are generally applicable to any of the 
specialist areas of testing and provide a good background to general testing practices. 

 0.4 Examinable Learning Objectives 
Each chapter notes the time that should be invested in learning and practicing the 
concepts discussed in that chapter.  This information should be used as a guideline 
when creating training materials or for an individual conducting self-study. 
 
All identified key terms are examinable, either individually or by use within an exam 
question. Full definitions for the key terms can be found in the AT*SQA glossary (see 
www.atsqa.org).  
 
The Learning Objectives for each chapter are shown at the beginning of the chapter 
and are used to create the examination for achieving the Testing Essentials 
Certification. Learning objectives are allocated to a Cognitive level of knowledge (K-
Level).  A K-level, or Cognitive level, is used to classify learning objectives according 
to the revised taxonomy from Bloom [Anderson00]. AT*SQA uses this taxonomy to 
design all examinations. 
 
This syllabus considers four different K-levels (K1 to K4) as noted for each Learning 
Objective (LO): 
 
K-
Level 

Keyword Description 

1 Remember The candidate should remember or recognize a term or a 
concept. 

2 Understand The candidate should select an explanation for a 
statement related to the question topic. 

3 Apply The candidate should select the correct application of a 
concept or technique and apply it to a given context. 
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4 Analyze The candidate can separate information related to a 
procedure or technique into its constituent parts for better 
understanding and can distinguish between facts and 
inferences. 

 
In general, all parts of this syllabus are examinable at a K1 level. That is, the 
candidate will recognize, remember and recall a term or concept. Other specific 
learning objectives are shown at the beginning of the pertinent chapter. 
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 1.  Introduction to Software Testing  
– 60 mins. 
Keywords  
requirements, test case, test condition, test plan, test strategy  

Learning Objectives for Introduction to Software Testing  

1.1  What is Software Testing 
 LO-1.1.a (K2) Summarize the various forms of requirements 
 LO-1.1.b (K1) Recall the meaning of “fit for purpose” 

 

1.2  A Brief History 
 LO-1.2.a (K1) Recall the difference between a test engineer and a 

test analyst 
 

1.3  Structured Testing 
 LO-1.3.a (K2) Explain the purpose of the documents used in a structured testing 

environment 
 

1.4  The Role of a Tester 
 LO-1.4.a (K1)  Recall who can be a software tester 

 

 1.1. What is Software Testing 
Software testing has variable meanings. The term has evolved as new software 
development lifecycle (SDLC) models have been introduced. Regardless of the 
changes to the exact definition, software testing is an activity, or set of activities, that 
are conducted to evaluate software to determine the following: 

• Have the requirements been met? 

• Is the software “fit for purpose”? 

• Has the risk been reduced enough? 

• Have important defects been identified and addressed? 
Each of these questions tends to elicit more questions.   

 1.1.1. Requirements 
Software requirements come in many forms including: 

• Formal requirements documents prepared by Business Analysts (BAs) 

• Technical requirements documents, such as functional specifications, design 
documents, and interface design documents 
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• Higher level documents, such as use cases which describe how an expected 
user would accomplish tasks or goals by using the software 

• SDLC unique documents, such as user stories in the Agile lifecycle model 

• Very informal diagrams on white boards and results from workshops 

• Word-of-mouth and drawings in a highly collaborative environment (where the 
team is all working together, all the time) 

The ability to verify that the software meets the requirements is dependent on the 
clarity of the requirements. If a requirement is clear and defines exactly what the 
software is supposed to do, the verification is straightforward. Where the requirements 
are vague or missing, the tester must be able to apply their own knowledge of the 
users and domain in order to determine if the requirements have been met. 

 1.1.2. Fit for Purpose 
All software is designed to fulfill a purpose, but just accomplishing a task is not 
enough. In order for it to be “fit for purpose”, the software must work for the people 
who will be using it, in the environment in which they will be using it. For example, a 
mobile application that allows people to deposit checks by taking a picture of the 
check may work great in the lab with specific lighting and backgrounds, but may fail 
when used in a user’s home. In this case, the requirement may be met (it works 
functionally), but it is not “fit for purpose” because it is not usable in the target 
environment. 

 1.1.3. Risk 
Because there is rarely enough time to perform all the testing possible, risk 
prioritization is used to limit the testing to what is needed to mitigate risk to an 
acceptable level.  Determining what is acceptable may be a matter of opinion, which is 
why risk analysis requires cross-functional input to ensure each risk is being 
considered and rated accurately. With the above example of the check deposit, if the 
decision is that a low-lighting environment is highly unlikely, that would reduce the 
rating of that risk. On the other hand, if it is determined that this is highly likely to occur 
and that the user will be unable to deposit their check, the risk would be considered as 
very high and additional work would be required to adequately mitigate that risk. Risk 
is discussed further in Section 2.6. 

 1.1.4.  Finding Defects 
One of the purposes of testing is to find and fix defects before the software is released 
to the users. Defects, also called bugs, are flaws in the software that cause it to 
function incorrectly or cause the user to use it incorrectly. Clear requirements help in 
determining what is a defect and what is not. The less clear the requirements, the 
more discussion will be needed to determine if an anomaly is actually a defect or if it 
is just an undocumented feature of the software.  Keeping the user’s view in mind 
when testing the software helps the tester to better determine what a user would 
consider to be a defect. For example, an incorrect text prompt “enter suer name” is 
clearly a defect. What if the user name always has to be between 5-15 characters but 
the user is not told that?  Is that a defect? Defect identification and proper recording is 
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an important task for a tester. Defects that are not recorded accurately are difficult, if 
not impossible, to fix. 

 1.2. A Brief History 
Software testing has existed for as long as there has been software. The formality, 
emphasis, funding and respect for software testing has varied over the years, but it 
will always be needed.  Good practices that were popular in the 1970’s still have merit 
today, just as new practices developed since that time also have merit. It is important 
to remember that there is a wealth of knowledge in software testing. Environments, 
languages, devices and approaches may vary, but understanding the essentials of 
software testing will allow the tester to work in, and adapt to, any environment. 
 
In software testing, there tends to be a differentiation between technical testers (i.e., 
test engineers) and non-technical testers (i.e., test analysts). Technical testers are 
expected to have the skills such as those needed to write test automation, conduct 
performance tests or participate in code/design reviews. Test analysts are generally 
expected to conduct the functional testing (i.e., does the software meet the 
requirements), as well as to consider usability (i.e., will the target user be able to use 
the software effectively, efficiently, and enjoy using it) and domain/environment 
attributes of the software. In some cases, test analysts are also expected to work with 
end-users for user acceptance testing (UAT) and to help validate that the software will 
work in the target environment for target users who are accomplishing the target 
tasks. 
 
Like software development, software testing will continue to evolve. Mastering the 
essentials of software testing will help make a tester resilient and able to adapt to 
changes. 

 1.3. Structured Testing 
Highly-structured testing, such as that required by some sequential lifecycle models 
(discussed in Section 2.3), generally has a higher level of documentation. Formal test 
strategies, well-defined test plans, explicit test cases, controlled test data and test 
environments, and a well-managed defect lifecycle are all artifacts of a highly-
structured approach to testing.   
 
While the documents may vary depending on the environment, the following are 
normally found in a structured testing environment: 

• Test strategy – a test strategy is an organization-wide document that defines 
how testing will be conducted across all comparable types of projects in the 
organization.   

• Test plan – a test plan is the implementation of the test strategy for a particular 
project and includes the approach to be used for testing, a definition of the 
scope of testing for the project, the testing schedule, the resource 
requirements, a description of tools and their usage, a definition of 
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environments and any other information required to describe the testing 
process, and stakeholder agreement for a project.   

• Test conditions – a test condition is a capability or characteristic of the software 
that needs to be tested. This could be something functional, such as the ability 
to enter a user name; or something non-functional, such as the expected 
response time of the application under a defined load. 

• Test case – a test case is the information required for a tester to test a test 
condition. This can include the pre-conditions of the system (e.g.,  user does 
not exist), the post-conditions after the test (e.g., the user has been created) 
and the inputs and actions required to accomplish the goal of the test.    

• Defect reports – each defect should be captured in a report that is then 
processed through a workflow to record all the actions taken to resolve the 
issue. A defect report normally records information, such as the environment 
used, steps to reproduce, priority/severity, expected/actual results and other 
descriptive information. 

More information about the documentation used in testing can be found in Section 
2.5. Depending on the environment, more or less of these documents will be prepared 
and maintained as part of the testing process. 

 1.4. The Role of a Tester 
The role of a “tester” can vary with different organizations and different lifecycle 
models. While software testing is a profession, others may periodically carry the title 
of a software tester. For example, in an Agile lifecycle model, everyone on the team 
has testing responsibilities and may be considered to be a tester. Business users may 
become testers during UAT. Software developers are testers when they are testing 
their own or another developer’s code.   
 
Regardless of the name of the role, testers are responsible for gathering information 
that can be used to assess the quality of the software. This information includes tests 
that have been run and have met their goals (passed), tests that have not met their 
goals (failed), defects found, risks mitigated, test coverage (in terms of tests executed 
vs. not executed, code covered vs. not covered, risks mitigated vs. not mitigated, or 
requirements tested vs. not tested) and other information needed by the stakeholders. 
 
All testers need to be familiar with the essential areas of software testing. 
Specialization in these areas may require further study, but a general familiarity is 
necessary to understand what can and should be tested for any software product. 
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 2. Test Approaches – 145 mins. 
Keywords  
acceptance testing, Agile, alpha testing, beta testing, configuration management 
system, debugger, drivers, end-to-end testing, integration testing, interoperability 
testing, iterative model, Kanban, operational acceptance testing, product owner, 
requirements traceability matrix, risk, risk-based testing, Scrum, Scrum Master, 
sequential model, software development lifecycle, sprint, stubs, system integration 
testing, system testing, test levels, unit testing, use cases, user acceptance testing, 
user stories, V-model, waterfall 

Learning Objectives for Test Approach  

2.1  Introduction 
LO-2.1.a (K1) Recall factors to consider when selecting a test approach 

 

2.2  Testing Levels 
LO-2.2.a (K1) Recall the purpose of system integration tests 
LO-2.2.b (K2) Summarize the activities that take place during each of the four 

levels of testing 
 

2.3  Software Development Lifecycle 
LO-2.3.a (K2) Compare the advantages and disadvantages of following either 

a sequential or iterative lifecycle 
 

2.4 Product Type 
LO-2.4.a (K2) Describe how different product types affect the test approach to 

be used  
 

2.5  Documentation Requirements and Availability 
LO-2.5.a (K2) Describe how different documentation requirements can drive 

the selection of a test approach  

 
2.6  Risk 

LO-2.6.a (K2) Explain how risk affects the choice of a test approach 
 

2.7  Schedule and Budget 
LO-2.7.a (K2) Describe how a project's schedule and budget requirements 

affect the selection of a test approach 
 

2.8  Maturity and Ability of the Team 
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LO-2.8.a (K1) Recall how the attributes of the team members can affect the 
choice of test approach 

 

 2.1. Introduction 
A test approach defines how the testing for a project will be accomplished. The 
approach may be formally defined in the test plan or may be informally agreed upon 
by the project team. Approaches can include methods for prioritization (e.g., risk-
based) or may specify that certain requirements be met (e.g., regulatory or 
certification requirements). Test approaches generally reflect the organization’s test 
strategy and are used to ensure that the methods and goals of testing are aligned with 
the goals of the project team and the stakeholders. 
 
Selecting the proper test approach for a project depends on a number of factors, 
including: 

• Testing levels 

• Software development lifecycle 

• Product type 

• Documentation requirements and availability 

• Risk 

• Schedule and budget 

• Maturity and ability of the team 
 
All of these factors must be considered when determining the best test approach for 
any project. Realistically, any one of these individual factors can skew the decision. 
For example, if the project is a safety-critical project requiring approval by a regulatory 
commission of some type, then documentation requirements and risk management 
will become the most important factors in the test approach decision. 
 
This section explores each of these factors and how they help to determine the 
optimal test approach for a project.   

 2.2. Testing Levels 
Regardless of how the software is developed and which lifecycle model is followed, 
there are four distinct levels of testing. These levels may be combined in some cases, 
but it is important to follow the level approach to improve the efficiency of testing and 
reduce the time required for troubleshooting and testing for possible regressions (i.e., 
regression testing). Adequate testing at each level is more efficient than a big bang 
approach in which testing is only done once at the end of development.   
 
While testing is generally assigned to particular team members, such as developers or 
testers, testing can also be shared across team members, with the most suitable team 
member doing the testing at a given point in time. The following list of levels is a 
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categorization of the types of testing that need to occur and the logical progression of 
testing:   

• Unit testing 

• Integration testing 

• System (end-to-end) testing 

• Acceptance testing 
 
In some cases, system integration testing may also be required. This happens when 
multiple systems - that are comprised of complete sets of software that provide 
functionality independently - must also interface with each other. In this case, testing 
is needed to ensure that the independent systems integrate properly. This type of 
testing usually occurs after system testing is completed on each of the independent 
systems. 

 2.2.1. Unit Testing  
Developers conduct unit testing to ensure that their units (or modules) of code are 
working according to their requirements and design.  Each unit, or set of testable 
units, is tested either in an automated fashion using a static analysis tool, using a unit 
test framework such as JUnit, or manually using a debugger to step through a 
particular test case. The purpose of unit testing is to ensure that the individual units of 
code function as intended. Performance testing and cybersecurity testing of individual, 
relevant units may also be conducted during unit testing. Unit testing generally applies 
structure-based (white-box) testing. 
 
Test-driven development (TDD, also sometimes called test-first development) is a 
form of unit testing where the test is written before the actual code is written. In this 
case, the automated test will execute and fail, until the entire testable unit is 
developed. When the entire unit is available and free of detected defects, the test 
code will pass. TDD was introduced in Extreme Programming (XP) and is commonly 
used in Agile environments. It can also be used to develop unit test cases when using 
other development methodologies such as sequential or incremental, as well as in 
environments where safety-critical code is being produced and must always adhere to 
the highest quality standards. 

 2.2.2. Integration Testing 
Developers and/or testers conduct integration testing to ensure that the tested units 
work together.  Integration testing focuses on the communication between units at the 
points of interaction. For units that are not ready to be integrated yet, drivers and 
stubs may be used as placeholders. Drivers are used to call the testable modules or 
units of code.  Stubs are used to act like a module or unit of code and generally return 
a positive response. On a larger scale, service virtualization (SV) can be used to 
simulate entire services or parts thereof. SV is commonly used when services needed 
for integration are not yet available or cannot be tested (such as a banking backend 
interface). 
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Integration testing can be done in a top down fashion (where the drivers are written 
first and can be used to call the units as they become ready for testing), or a bottom 
up fashion (where the individual units are written and tested via a driver that is written 
specifically for testing purposes). The term continuous integration is used to define a 
configuration management system that has test automation built in. When a new unit 
is checked in, it can be exercised via test automation with other units that have also 
been checked in. Continuous integration is often used after a significant set of code 
has been developed to avoid spending too much time developing drivers and stubs to 
simulate code that has not yet been integrated. 
 
Integration testing is primarily functional, but can also include performance testing and 
cybersecurity testing of the integrated part of the system. Integration testing is often 
informal, with little documentation or formal test scripting.   

 2.2.3. System Testing 
System testing, or end-to-end testing, is conducted to verify that the software as a 
whole is working per the defined requirements (specifications, user stories, design 
documents). Testers or quality assurance (QA) analysts usually conduct this testing in 
an environment that is configured similarly to the production environment and uses 
data similar to what would be found in the production system. The primary goal of this 
testing is to ensure that the stated requirements have been met and test coverage is 
often tracked with a requirements traceability matrix (RTM). Test management and/or 
requirements management tools are often used to store test cases, record test 
execution and to create the traceability matrix - mapping requirements to test cases. 
Documented test cases may be used to guide the testing, although lighter methods 
such as checklist-guided or exploratory testing may also be used.   
 
System testing is primarily functional, but should also include performance testing, 
cybersecurity testing, interoperability testing and usability testing. Depending on the 
product being tested, system testing may be extended to cover all components of the 
system, including software, hardware, data, and procedures. In some cases, system 
testing is the first opportunity to conduct these other types of testing in a realistic 
environment. 
 
End-to-end testing is a type of system testing that exercises transactional flows 
through an entire system or set of systems. This testing often simulates real world 
usage and is guided by process flows and use cases. 

 2.2.4. Acceptance Testing 
The goal of acceptance testing is for the targeted user or operator to “accept” the 
software as working to meet their requirements for the software. Different types of 
users can conduct acceptance testing in different environments. The following is a list 
of the most common types of acceptance testing: 

• User Acceptance Testing (UAT) – testing conducted by system users or proxies 
(e.g., business analysts) for those users in order to determine if the software is 
fit for purpose. This is normally performed using documented test cases and 
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exploratory testing. The users of the system exercise the system as they would 
during normal daily use, including cyclical functions such as end of month and 
end of year. Business analysts will sometimes guide this testing for the users. 
The goal is for the users to “accept” the system based on their evaluation of 
whether the acceptance criteria have been met. The users bring a unique 
viewpoint that may be missed by testers who are unfamiliar with all aspects of 
system usage and the real-world conditions that users encounter. 

• Operational Acceptance Testing (OAT) – testing conducted by system 
operators to determine if the software will work in the production environment 
when fully deployed. Ideally, this testing is conducted in a staging environment 
that is an exact replica of production; where that is not possible, the 
environment should be as close as possible to production. System operators 
use this testing to ensure that the software will work properly with load 
balancers, firewalls and other production equipment, as well as with production 
processes such as backups. Testing rollout and rollback plans are often part of 
this as well. 

• Alpha Testing – testing conducted at the development site, but not by the 
developers or testers who have been working on the project. This testing is 
sometimes called “internal acceptance testing”, meaning that the testing is 
conducted within the organization, but is not exposed to external users. 
Training groups and support groups within the organization are often used for 
this type of testing. 

• Beta Testing – testing conducted at a customer (or potential customer) site 
using the customer’s data and network environment. This testing is usually 
conducted by the customer themselves, although they may have some 
assistance from the testers or developers to ensure the test coverage is 
adequate. The goal of this testing is to determine if the software is fit for 
purpose in the real production environment without fully releasing it to 
everyone.  Feedback from beta testing may result in further internal 
development and/or testing prior to the full production release. 

 2.3. Software Development Lifecycles 

 2.3.1. Sequential Models 
Sequential lifecycle models include waterfall and V-model. These are considered to 
be sequential models because the steps of the development process are sequential:  
requirements, design, code, test, and release. Sequential models require a fully 
developed set of requirements before design and coding starts. It should be noted, 
however, that in some versions of the V-model, verification occurs at each major 
phase. For example, requirements reviews may be performed during requirements 
development.  Unit testing is usually conducted as the software is being developed. 
Integration testing, system testing and acceptance testing usually occur after 
development is completed.   
 
In a pure waterfall model, testers usually are not engaged in the SDLC until the 
software is completely built and the developers have completed their unit testing. In a 
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pure V-model, testers are engaged early to review requirements, design documents 
and to prepare the testware (e.g., test plan, test cases) prior to receiving the code to 
test. 
 
The advantages of sequential models include: 

• The requirements are considered to be stable throughout the project 

• Test automation can start at the beginning of testing because the software will 
not change 

• In a waterfall model, the test team is only involved from the moment the code is 
complete, freeing them for other tasks or other projects 

• In the V-model, the test team is involved with reviewing all the documents 
produced by the business analysts and developers (requirements, high-level 
and low-level design documents) and can provide input on each of these, thus 
engaging with the project sooner and having input that can influence the quality 
of the product 

• In the V-model, there is generally more time available to apply structured 
testing (e.g., prepare the test documentation, including test cases) 

 
The disadvantages of these models include the following: 

• Because no code is seen by the testers until all the code is developed, there is 
little opportunity to influence the usability and user experience 

• The testers need time to prepare the test documentation (e.g., test cases) after 
they have received the code and before they can start testing 

• The users’ requirements may change while development is occurring, resulting 
in a product being created that is no longer wanted 

• If the development time takes longer than expected and release dates are not 
moved, the time for testing is compressed 

 
The sequential lifecycle models, in particular the V-model, are still used in the industry 
and are successful in the proper environments. These models are particularly 
common where thorough documentation is required (e.g., for safety-critical projects) 
and where the requirements are not likely to change over the life of the project. 

 2.3.2. Iterative Models  
Iterative models include basic iterative and Agile. Agile is usually implemented via one 
of the common process frameworks, such as Scrum or Kanban. Iterative development 
simply means that the software is developed in small sets, with each iteration 
producing a piece of software functionality. Iterations vary from 2 – 4 weeks and each 
iteration includes analysis, design, implementation and testing.   
 
In an Agile project using the Scrum framework, iterations are called sprints. Each 
sprint has a planning session which is used to determine which user stories (i.e., small 
bits of requirements) will be implemented during the sprint. The self-organizing cross-
functional team determines what they can commit to completing within the sprint. A 
Scrum Master provides guidance and coaching for the team and the product owner, 
represents the business, and defines and refines the requirements.   
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In a Kanban project, the emphasis is on continual delivery and managing the workflow 
to eliminate bottlenecks in the process. While not strictly an Agile framework, it is 
frequently used in Agile environments to manage the workflow by use of tools such as 
Kanban boards.   
 
The advantages of the iterative models include the following: 

• The team is able to react quickly to changing requirements 

• A demonstrable product, or piece thereof, is available for the customer to see 
and use 

• Early feedback can change the direction of the team and the product to better 
suit the needs of the customer 

• Schedule constraints are handled by implementing less functionality 
• Testers are more engaged in the overall process and tend to form closer 

relationships with the developers 
 
The disadvantages of the iterative models include the following: 

• Too frequent changes in direction can result in little or no progress 

• Lack of detailed documentation means reliance on communication, which may 
be difficult for a team that is dispersed 

• If cultural issues in an organization are significant, people may not be able to 
work effectively as a cross-functional team 

• Lack of detailed documentation may make the model infeasible for some 
products, particularly those with regulatory or safety-critical aspects 

• Test automation is mandatory to avoid manual testing time becoming 
increasingly long due to the larger scope of regression testing as iterations 
progress 

• Rigid adherence to the process can result in a significant learning curve for a 
team 

 
Iterative models have been around for many years, long before Agile was defined. 
These models have worked successfully across a wide variety of software projects 
and continue to be the most dominant models in the industry. 

 2.3.3. Hybrid Models 
While there are defined software development lifecycle (SDLC) models, it is important 
to remember that most organizations do not follow a “pure” model. Most organizations 
follow hybrid models that take bits and pieces from various models to create a best-fit 
model for the organization. Sometimes this is done wisely, picking the most efficient 
and practical model; but more often than not, this is done without considering what is 
being left out. That is where the danger lies.   
 
SDLCs have built-in safeguards to ensure that necessary steps are completed. 
Picking and choosing the “best” parts from different SDLCs is likely to result in 
weaknesses being exposed. For example, if an organization were to pick an Agile 
SDLC, but also chooses to work without defining acceptance criteria for stories, there 
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is a gap created in the validation aspects of the project. Similarly, if an organization 
were to pick a waterfall model, but decides to use stories to document the 
requirements, the concept of completed and well-defined requirements before the 
start of coding is violated. This may result in a product that is incompletely developed 
or in a product that necessarily must change as development progresses. This results 
in a longer development time and a compression of the testing schedule. 
 
When selecting a model, it is important to understand the project, the team, the 
product and the goals of the organization in order to select the best fit. More 
information on software lifecycle models can be found in ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207:2017 
and ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288. 

 2.4. Product Type 
Another consideration when determining the testing approach is the type of product 
that is being developed. A mobile application that is expected to last for six months 
requires a different approach than software that will control the navigation of a fleet of 
aircraft. In general, the longer the software will stay in production and the more critical 
the functionality of the software, the more formal the approach. A formal approach 
may dictate the lifecycle model, the level of documentation required and the test 
techniques to be used. Similarly, a short-lived application that is used to provide a 
game interface for idle travelers may be best served by a lightweight approach with an 
Agile lifecycle, minimal documentation and only exploratory or acceptance testing.   
 
When deciding how the product type may influence the test approach, the following 
factors should be considered: 

• Length of time the software will be used in production before replacement 

• Any safety-critical aspects of the software 

• Any regulatory requirements that must be met 

• Competition and market opportunities (e.g., bigger feature set, better usability) 

• Requirements for security and performance 

• The testers’ understanding of the product and domain, and the degree of 
changes to either the product or related items 

 
The best test approach for a product is somewhere on the spectrum from formal and 
fully documented to informal and lightweight.   

 2.5. Documentation Requirements and Availability 

In software testing, documentation has two general categories:  documents required 
to properly test the product, and documents required to demonstrate the testing has 
been completed. The test approach is heavily influenced by the availability of 
documentation and the requirement to provide documentation from the test process. If 
there is little or no documentation regarding what the software is supposed to do or 
how it will do it, the tester is forced into an approach that includes some amount of 
exploring the software to understand what it is doing. Creating detailed test cases may 
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not be worthwhile since the testing will be occurring while the research is being 
conducted to document the test cases.   
 
On the other hand, if test case documentation and test execution evidence is required 
by the project, then that documentation will have to be created, maintained and 
updated as needed. If there are plans to keep a product in production for several 
years and updates are likely, there is a greater need for reusable test artifacts, 
particularly test cases. The requirements for a test management system are 
influenced by the need to track documentation and test evidence during testing. 
 
The types of documentation that can be used as input for the testing effort include: 

• Requirements documents 

• Specifications (e.g., technical/architectural, user and database specifications) 

• User stories 

• Business cases 

• Use cases 

• Design documents 
• Screen mockups and wireframes 

• Sample reports 

• Existing test cases 

• Checklists 

• Defect reports 

• Requirements traceability matrix 

• Existing user and operational guides 
 
The types of documentation that can be provided as evidence of test execution 
include the following: 

• Test cases with pass/fail recorded at the test case and step level 

• Screen shots 

• Defect reports 

• Coverage reports 

• Test automation logs and reports 
 

Projects have differing documentation requirements. It is important to select a test 
management and document management system that will help to track, version and 
report the documentation that is needed across the variety of projects, that will also be 
supported by the tools. It is important to remember that documentation has no value 
unless someone will use it. It is good practice to always aim for the lightest suitable 
documentation for a project; consider re-use, consider true needs and consider other 
ways of communication to ensure that the documents produced meet the needs of the 
project without burdening the team. 
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 2.6. Risk 
In testing, risk is defined as an event or condition that could occur and would result in 
a negative outcome. If the event or condition actually occurs, it is called an issue 
[PMBOK]. While a risk has somewhere between a 1% and 99% probability of 
occurring, an issue has 100% probability of occurring because it has actually 
occurred.   
 
Risk is a significant factor in determining the best test approach. Higher risk projects 
generally require more formal approaches with more complete documentation. Lower 
risk projects can work with a lighter approach and may require little or no 
documentation. Using risk prioritization, commonly called risk-based testing, on every 
project is a strong approach and helps to prioritize and define all testing activities, 
including the following: 

• Formality of the test approach 

• Test case preparation and documentation level 

• Test execution 

• Defect prioritization 

• Defect re-testing 

• Regression testing 

• Timing of other testing such as security and performance 

• Test automation requirements 

• Depth and breadth of testing 
 
Identifying risk is best done with a cross-functional group who can clearly review the 
project, its intentions, and identify the risks that are inherent in the project and the 
software being developed. Once the risks have been identified, they can each be 
assessed in terms of likelihood of occurrence and impact to the customer or system if 
they occur. The resulting intersection of likelihood and impact is often expressed as 
the risk level. For example, high likelihood and high impact would result in a risk level 
of “High” or “Very High”. Another way to express the risk level is by numeric scores on 
a scale of 1 – 10. This assessment helps to indicate the mitigation required and can 
guide the types, extent and priorities of testing. User training may be used to mitigate 
some risks whereas other risks may require extensive testing in a production-like 
environment.   
 
Assessing and ranking all identified risks allows the team to determine the best 
approaches for mitigation and also helps to set the testing schedule. For example, a 
high likelihood and high impact risk that can be best mitigated by testing will usually 
require more time in the testing schedule than a risk with low likelihood and low 
impact. It should be noted that there is a degree of error in assessing risk as it is 
essentially a qualitative exercise. Contingency plans are helpful when low risks may 
become high risks. 
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 2.7. Schedule and Budget 
Any testing approach must consider the schedule and budget for the project. It is 
unusual to find a project for which there is not a pre-defined schedule and/or budget. 
When the test approach can influence the establishment of a project’s schedule and 
budget, adequate time and resources should be allocated for testing. More commonly, 
the schedule and budget are already set before the testing approach is considered. In 
this case, the test approach changes from “what should we do” to “what can we do”. 
When defining the best test approach for a project scenario, it is good practice to start 
with the “should” and then factor that down to fit the schedule/budget.   
 
When schedule is tight, risk-based testing is the most solid approach. It allows testing 
to be prioritized to mitigate the most important risks first. With a constrained schedule, 
this will help provide visibility to the project team regarding the risk that has been 
mitigated and the risk that is still outstanding.  Because tight schedules often result in 
insufficient testing, it is important that the project team understands and accepts that 
there is significant residual risk. Risk-based testing can be conducted within any 
lifecycle. It is a method of test organization that addresses testing in a risk-based 
order, within the overall project or within an individual iteration. 
 
When the budget is tight, testing often suffers from a lack of time and resources. It is 
important to understand the constraints that will be placed on the testing as early as 
possible. For example, a constrained budget may mean that there will be no 
dedicated test environments. This may force the testing effort to share the same 
environment as the development effort, potentially resulting in inefficiencies and re-
testing. This quickly becomes a schedule issue as well. Insufficient tester resources 
and inadequate tools may also be evident when the budget is constrained.   
 
Any possible issues of this type must be anticipated in the test approach. If testing 
and development will be forced to work in the same environments, using an iterative 
approach is logical because of the close interaction. Pushing more testing earlier (i.e., 
“shift left”) is another way to combat tight schedules and budgets. This allows testing 
to happen sooner and for quality issues to be addressed more quickly.  Testing will 
always be faster and less expensive when the product being tested is of a higher 
quality.  

 2.8. Maturity and Ability of the Team 

One last factor to consider when determining the test approach is the maturity of the 
team as well as the team’s ability. A mature team who has worked together before 
and has a high level of skill and product knowledge may work better with less 
documentation and communication than a team that is new or distributed. 
Documentation is a way of communicating and bridging time zone issues. Less 
documentation means more verbal communication is required. A team that is 
comfortable with web meetings and video conferencing may be more effective with 
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less documentation than a team that prefers emails and documents to convey 
information. 
 
Projects that include multiple teams will require more coordination and timely 
communication to avoid creating bottlenecks and frustration. Teams that have some 
outsourced aspects may require more formalized communication and documentation 
due to contractual requirements. 
 
A well-skilled, mature team can make any testing approach work. The challenges 
often arise in a team with variable or minimal skills and a distributed environment 
where people cannot easily talk with each other. It is important to consider the 
approach that will work best for both the product and the people.   
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